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Cost Saving

Park Ranger 2150
When duty calls in the Park - your Park Ranger starts!

Park Ranger 2150
28 HP and 4 wheel drive!

Assignments in green areas

Assignments in winter time

Vac & sweep assignments

Your Park Ranger 2150 can be equipped with a
complete attachment programme, for optimum
handling of assignments in green areas.

The Park Ranger 2150 can also be equipped with
durable attachments, which efficiently solve the
demanding tasks of the winter season.

The Park Ranger 2150 can be fully fitted with a
complete Suction sweeper unit offering
professional performance in all tasks.

Green attachment programme offers:

Attachment programme for Winter:

Attachment for vac and sweep tasks:

• Mowers • Grass collector • Lawn edger
• Tipping shovel • Environmental rake
• Tipper trailer • Leaf suction unit

• Snow sweeper • Snow V-blade
• Dozerblade • Salt and sand spreader
• Snow blower

• Suction sweeper unit - 2 or 3 brushes
• Remote vacuum hose

Compact, flexible, powerful - and Green!

The Park Ranger 2150 is the most attractive choice within
compact machines up to 30 HP. Tailor-made quality
attachments are fully aligned to the machine, ensuring
perfect results. Get easy access to narrow areas and
places and versatile handling of all Green and White
assignments as well as the Black suction/sweeper jobs.
High manoeuvrability and powerful 28 HP performance
with 4 wheel drive. Proven technology for outdoor
upkeep - designed, built and assembled, distributed
and serviced by Nilfisk Outdoor.
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Presenting the Park Ranger 2150

Cost Saving
Articulated & compact

The articulated machine offers optimum
flexibility and allows your Ranger to turn on a
plate, and the compact design ensures access to
very narrow paths and spaces.

28 HP & 4 wheel drive

The Park Ranger 2150 has 20% more power
than its predecessor. Combined with the efficient
4 wheel drive, the Park Ranger 2150 delivers
superior performance in all assignments.

Features/benefits

• Articulated - highly manoeuvrable
and good overview
• Flexibility - solves tasks faster
• Compact - operates in narrow spaces

Features/benefits

• 28 HP - ensures efficient operation
• 4 wheel drive - high traction and
propulsion in all conditions
• Solves the jobs in no time

Quick-shift in less than 4 min. Features/benefits
Your Ranger can change very swiftly between
attachments with the Nilfisk Outdoor Quick-shift
- it is done in less than 4 minutes - no tools
needed and no mistakes are possible.

Light weight on green areas

The Park Ranger 2150 is perfect for operating
on top of lawns and other green areas due to
the low weight of the machine. No trace is left of
your Ranger, when the job is done.

• Quick-shift - easy attachment change
• Simple coupling system - everyone can
handle it
• High efficiency - no hesitation
• Improves return on investment

Features/benefits

• Lightweight weight - perfect on lawns
• Leaves no traces or damages
• Improves image of area or site

Technical specifications
4 wheel drive
Articulated steering
Turning radius
Compact construction
Speed
Drive
Hydraulic capacity

1.5 m
1 m width
0-16 km/h
Hydrostatic
up to 180 bar

Motor
Motor output
Cylinders
Cooling system
Air filter
Charging system
Battery

Perkins Diesel
28 HP / 21 kW
3
Water-cooled
Dry element
VDC-Generator
65 A

Find more technical information at www.outdoor.nilfisk.com - or contact
your Nilfisk Outdoor dealer.

Danish designed
and built

The Nilfisk Outdoor Rangers and its
attachments are Danish designed
and build by skilled engineers and
craftsmen - monitoring every tiny
detail of our solutions.

Tailor-made
attachments

Nilfisk Outdoor has developed each
attachment for your Ranger to match
the machine perfectly - maintaining
flexibility, balance and offering you
dedicated top performance.

Operator comfort

Nilfisk Outdoor focuses on ergonomics
and easy access to cabins and the
operation of all functions and handles
- in order to achieve maximum operator
comfort.

Winter challenges are welcome
for a well equipped Park Ranger
The Park Ranger 2150 swiftly gets you through the winter
A complete programme for winter assignments

Bring on the winter! When snow and icy surfaces call for your assistance,
Nilfisk Outdoor offers efficient and sturdy equipment to handle all the challenges.
The attachment programme for winter assignments covers: Snow sweeper, Snow
V-blade, Dozer blade and Salt and sand spreader.
Shift between attachments with the easiness of a handle and maintain all the
benefits of the machine performance when operating the tailor-made equipment.
The Snow V-blade and the Dozer blade really show the strength and the power of
the Park Ranger 2150. With the 28 HP, 4-wheel-drive and optimum weight
distribution the machine rapidly removes large amounts of snow.

Dedicated quality attachments - tailor-made

The demands caused by severe weather conditions are reflected in the quality of
Nilfisk Outdoor attachments for white operations. All attachments are designed
to supply efficient and dedicated performance. The Nilfisk Outdoor Snow sweeper
cleans up to 15 cm of light, fluffy snow. The floating brush follows the terrain
perfectly without snagging on kerbs or other obstacles. Brush swing is controlled
hydraulically from the operator´s seat, and can be angled left or right according to
wind direction. The brush unit allows reverse operation, which makes it possible to
clear snow from narrow areas where the machine is unable to manoeuvre.

Salt and sand & scrape the winter efficiently away
High manoeuvrability and access to narrow paths make the Park Ranger 2150 a
perfect tool in winter time. With the sweeper at the front and the spreader at the
rear, the Park Ranger 2150 clears snow and spreads salt/sand in one pass. It quickly
provides safe passages for motorists and pedestrians. The Salt and sand spreader
features a stainless steel hopper. The construction features only robust components.
The deflector plate with high wear resistance handles salt, sand and gravel. The
variable feed screw ensures an exact and uniform distribution of the material and
thereby also a steady de-icing of bicycle paths, footpaths and parking grounds.

Bring on the winter time with joy
- your Park Ranger 2150 is ready

No assignment is too small
when the slim Ranger sweeps by
The Park Ranger 2150 offers high manoeuvrability in narrow areas
Complete sweeper and suction unit - 2 or 3 brushes
The Park Ranger 2150 can be fully fitted with a complete Suction sweeper unit
offering professional performance in all tasks. Attachment programme for vac and
sweep tasks: Suction sweeper unit - 2 or 3 brushes and remote vacuum hose.
Equipped with the Suction sweeper unit the Park Ranger 2150 is an effective choice
for sweeping footpaths, pavements, car parks, stairwells etc. You can choose between
2 or 3 brushes for the Park Ranger 2150 depending on your need. The suction nozzle
collects everything - cans, cigarette stubs, branches and twigs. The spiral brush inside
the suction nozzle literally draws the waste material straight into the hose, largely
minimising the risk of jamming.

Dedicated to efficiency

The Suction sweeper unit is dedicated to high suction power performance ensuring
fast and efficient cleaning results. The sweeper unit features a fibreglass high tip
hopper and a rotation-cast water tank. The driver can empty the hopper without
leaving the cabin. The machine has a low overall height and can enter any parking
facility - also underground. The remote vacuum hose makes it possible to clean
where the machine cannot go - e.g. basements and stairs. This ensures an optimum
working result - low cost and time saving operation - shortening your return on
investment with the Park Ranger 2150.

Environmentally friendly with unique filter system
The dust is fully under control with the Nilfisk Outdoor Suction sweeper unit. Two
spray jets fitted on the front brushes dampen the sweeping area and thereby bind
the dust. The hopper features an innovative Nilfisk Outdoor filter system binding
even the smallest dust particles inside the tank. It is PM10 certified in dust
measuring according to regulations from Eunited. The Park Ranger 2150 is a robust
and compact machine - ready for sweeping in all weather conditions. Fitting and
removal of the Suction sweeper unit is quick and easy with the special designed
roller stand. The front brushes and the hopper are removed directly on the stand,
which ensures easy handling and a minimum need of storage room.

Get a reliable and efficient capacity
with the Park Ranger 2150

All is ship-shape in the park in no time
when your Ranger cuts across
The Park Ranger 2150 is the perfect machine for your green areas
For the lawn, edge, path and ...

The Park Ranger is ready to solve all your green assignments. With 28 HP and 4
wheel drive at your disposal the job is done in no time. The utility machine changes
between attachments in less than 4 minutes, and the operator can choose between
a complete programme of dedicated attachments for green tasks.
The green Nilfisk Outdoor programme for the Park Ranger 2150 offers:
Mulch and rotary mower 1000 and 1200, Grass collector, Lawn edger, Tipping
shovel, Environmental rake and Tipper trailer.
All our attachments are tailored to match the Park Ranger 2150 perfectly. This
ensures that you maintain all the benefits of the machine performance and balance
when operating with the attachment. The light weight makes it perfect on lawns.

Top performance in every aspect of green tasks

Nilfisk Outdoor makes no compromises in quality. All attachments are carefully
designed to supply the optimum performance in its specific area. High quality
materials, functional couplings - no tools needed to shift - ensure professional results
and durable performance. For lawn operation you get front mounted mowers, highly
manoeuvrable even in high working speed - so you can get the job done quickly.
Forget about manual edge cutting - the Nilfisk Outdoor Edge cutter rapidly gives
your lawn a professional finish. Draw hoes and keep the gravel roads free from
weeds with the efficient environmental rake.

Turns on a plate and takes the load off your
shoulders

The articulated Park Ranger offers maximum manoeuvrability and the compact
design allows access to narrow paths. The Tipping shovel makes light work of
transporting gravel and sand and saves the operator many lifts during the working
day. 100 kg is easily transported from one place to another. The hydraulic tipping
function ensures easy handling and is perfect when unloading over obstacles for
example small hedges. The Nilfisk Outdoor Tipper trailer is ideal for any kind of
landscape application, especially when it comes to transporting gravel, sand or
garden and park refuse - and no ruts are left on the lawn. It has a load capacity of
600 kg, and high flexibility due to the dropdown tailboard and detachable topsides.

All your green assignments are solved
with your Park Ranger 2150

Ingenuity and reliable quality solutions
are the trademark of Nilfisk Outdoor Rangers

Efficient and professional assembly at Nilfisk Outdoor

Danish designed and built

The Nilfisk Outdoor Rangers and their attachment programme are Danish designed.
Focus is set on optimising your operation and performance with our solutions. Every
aspect is considered, improving functionality, accessibility, serviceability - and built by
skilled engineers and craftsmen - monitoring every tiny detail of our solutions.

Top quality

Nilfisk Outdoor makes no compromises in our technologies and product materials.
We aim at the high end of the quality scale, and have established a complete set of
best practices for all processes in our production - from logistics to assembly and test
- all in order to ensure the highest durability and long lasting product lifetime.

One stop concept supplier

When you choose your Nilfisk Outdoor Ranger, you can rest assured, that we have
taken all aspects of your investment into consideration. Our designers and engineers
are in control of every part of the machine, and tailor made attachments match and
maintain the product performance - so you will benefit - now and in the future.

Leasing options

In order to accommodate the different market needs on financing your purchase,
Nilfisk Outdoor now offers a leasing solution as an option. Contact Nilfisk Outdoor
or your local Nilfisk Outdoor distributor in order to learn more about the leasing
conditions and terms - and find out how leasing can be an attractive alternative to
obtain your Ranger.

Your Nilfisk Outdoor dealer

Nilfisk Outdoor Division A/S
Transportvej 27
DK-7620 Lemvig
T. +45 97 81 12 05
info@nilfisk-outdoor.com
www.outdoor.nilfisk.com

